Session 1: Historic and Sociological Approaches to the Illegal Use of Force
- Nuremberg and Aggressive War
- When is War Just?

Session 2: The Illegal Use of Force and Its Impact on Other Legal Categories
- Erring for Peace: Illegal War, Human Rights, and Humanitarian Law
- 21st Century Paradigms on Military Force for Humane Purposes
- Convergence v. Divergence, the Case of Hassan v. the United Kingdom
- The Other Enemy: Transnational Terrorists, Armed Attacks and Armed Conflict

Session 3: The Illegal Use of Force and the Prosecution of International Crimes
- Prosecuting Aggression as an Integral Part of Crimes Against Humanity
- Definitions of Aggression as Harbingers of International Change
- Breach of the Peace (Other Inhumane Acts) as a Crime Against Humanity: The Case for a New Crime under International Law
- Commissions of Inquiry and Questions of Jus ad Bellum
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